Annual Report
2016– 2017

Our mission
Bienvenue à Notre-Dame-de-Grâce is a non-profit organization dedicated to
facilitating the integration of immigrants (newly arrived or other) in the
community of Notre-Dame-De-Grâce and the host society as well as promoting
intercultural relations.

Our vision
To be the leading organization in Notre-Dame-de-Grâce for the integration of
immigrant people to the host society.

Our values







Respect
Confidentiality
Integrity
Social inclusion
Responsibility
Honesty
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A Word from the President
Dear members, members of the Board of Directors,
staff, volunteers and partners of Bienvenue à Notre
-Dame-de-Grâce, It is with great pleasure that I
prese t to you our orga izatio ’s
6-2017
Annual Report.
This year, Bienvenue à Notre-Dame-de-Grâce
celebrates its 5th year as an organization. Created
as a project in 2009, Bienvenue à Notre-Dame-deGrâce, fully became an organization in 2012 thanks
to the support of our partners. At that time, and
still today, there exists a fundamental need to
provide our neighbourhood with an organization
that can be the bridge between immigrant people
and the existing services available.
Bienvenue à NDG, while working to achieve this
goal has also worked to develop services that are
complementary to what already exists, and meet
the very specific needs of immigrant people. I want
to thank our partners who, from the very
beginning, have supported us with their dedication
to the accomplishment of our mission and who
fully believe in the importance of our work.
This important effort led by the Bienvenue à NDG
team, under the supervision of the Board of
Directors continues unabated. The challenges are
clear: decrease isolation; offer personalised
accompaniment; reinforce individual capacities to
act; support job-readiness; and offer French
language training. This last challenge is particularly
important for Bienvenue à NDG as we believe it
provides the foundation for the harmonious
integration of immigrants to the community and to
Quebec in general.
The challenge is clear, the need has been clearly
stated by both our partners and by immigrant
communities, and the means to respond have been
deployed by the organization. Yet, the obstacles we

currently face prevent us from fully responding to
the need for learning the French language. In
particular, the financial support we receive from
the Ministry of Immigration, Diversity and Inclusion
(MIDI) is insufficient to provide adequate French
language courses in our neighbourhood. In an
effort to support and promote the French language
in NDG, we are once again asking MIDI to further
support the development of our French language
program.
In order to meet these challenges and to
adequately respond to the needs of the
community, Bienvenue à NDG undertook a
strategic planning exercise in November 2016. Staff
and the Board of Directors met on several
occasions to identify our strategic directions for the
next three years and to develop an action plan that
will be implemented this fall. An overview of the
strategic plan is outlined in this report..
Finally, I would like to reiterate what we
communicated following the attack on the Islamic
Cultural Center of Quebec City on January 29th. In
a framework of sharing, fellowship, and without
discrimination based on origin and religion,
Bienvenue à NDG promotes exchange between
differing communities. We are, and will always be,
a welcoming organization open to all that
promotes peace, intercultural tolerance and the
expression of cultural identities.
Thank you for your support and happy reading!

Aminata Aïdara
President of the board of directors of
Bienvenue à Notre-Dame-de-Grâce
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A Word from the General Director
Founded in 2012, Bienvenue à NDG has grown from
a project with a limited budget to a well-established,
well-respected
and
effective
community
organization responding to the needs of thousands
of individuals who represent a wide range of
cultural communities (and still with a limited
budget!).
To better serve the community, the organization has
aug e ted it’s tea of o
u ity orkers a d the
number of languages spoken by staff. New and
innovative programs are constantly under
development. We continue to increase our profile in
the community, seeking out collaboration and
partnerships that will best respond to the needs of
our program participants. For example, discussions
with our local library to develop a parent-child
summer reading program for newly arrived
immigrant families; meetings with social housing
and community service providers interested to host
French language classes; outreach to our
surrounding neighbourhoods to discuss how to
collaborate in meeting the needs of their newly
arrived residents.
Our intercultural approach is another important
strength that has evolved with the organization's
values and basis for success. The relevance of this
approach was never clearer than after the attack
perpetrated at the Québec City Islamic Cultural
Centre this past January. In a public statement, we
stood in support and solidarity with our neighbours
and fellow citizens in denouncing ignorance
and intolerance. Locally, we turned our attention on
our own programs and events seeking to underline
the intercultural approach with our volunteers,
participants and partners. In the coming years, we
hope to increase opportunities for intercultural

dialogue and understanding between neighbours
and residents through new initiatives.
This year Bienvenue à NDG undertook an
inaugural Strategic Planning process and collectively
looked ahead to the future. Under the diligent
leadership of our Board president and the sustained
efforts of our hard working Board and staff, a threeyear plan was approved. With financing as one of
our first priorities, growth of the organization is
without a doubt an inevitable outcome. Although
certain aspects of our participant's needs may
fluctuate with the changing realities of immigration
and global events, what does not change is the need
for orientation, support, and integration to Quebec
society. Our participants clearly want to settle
successfully and build a better future for themselves
and their family. Bienvenue à NDG is a key element
of this success and we will continue to adapt, grow
and seek the resources required to guarantee the
continued success of Quebec's newest residents.

Angela Aldinucci, Interim Director
Luis Miguel Cristancho, Director
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The Board of directors, the
team and the members
The Board of directors
Aminata Aïdara
James Olwell (NDG Community Council)
Marjolaine Olwell
Joseph Lambert (Prevention CDN—NDG)
Glenn Rubenstein (until August 25, 2017 )
Jean-Marie Rugira (Carrefour Jeunesse-Emploi NDG)
Nathalie Senécal
Anouk Laurent
Christiana Simonsen
Marie-Hélène Bachand
Mesay Girma
Charlotte Smoley (until December 19, 2016)
The team
Angela Aldinucci, Interim Director
Luis Miguel Cristancho, General Director
Asma Benaziz, Coodinator, Intervenante communautaire
(Arabe)
Zhilhui Liu, Intervenante communautaire (Mandarin)
Sharareh Mahvi, Intervenante communautaire (Persian)
Olga Borcovscaia, Intervenante communautaire (Russian)
Ricardo Botero, Intervenant communautaire (Spanish)
Sophia Magalhaes, Intervenante communautaire
Scolaire—ICS—at Les-Enfants-du-Monde School
Contract employees
Diana Manrique, book keeper
Nour-el-Houda Amirech, day care
Corporate Members
Conseil communautaire NDG
Carrefour jeunesse-emploi NDG
Prévention CDN-NDG
Hippy Quebec
Total Members: 18
5

Support from our
volunteers

Volunteers organizing our NDG Intercultural Festival 2016

The support given by our volunteers represents an important asset of Bienvenue à NDG. For us, volunteering is more than
receiving free help from our participants. By supporting our activities, our volunteers are able to reinforce or learn basic
skills which often help them obtain their first job in Canada. Our volunteers are provided with opportunities to: work in a
group with other neighbors from all parts of the world; practice their French and English; break their isolation and
reinforce their sense of empowerment and belonging. The volunteer experience obtained at Bienvenue à NDG is always
worthwhile to add to a CV. This year alone, our volunteers contributed 1171 hours, representing a financial contribution
of 13 173$ calculated at minimum wage.
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Ahmadi Soheila
Ahmed Akhawi
Alaa Abara
Ali Gol Mohamadi
Aliaa Mohamed
Alireza Loghmani
Amir Ghazi
Amirreza Dalrandi
Ana Maria Ramírez
Angela Lonardo
Azmoon Gholamreza
Berta Castellar
Dalya AL Baghdadi
Daniel Gaiton
Diba Sedighi
Dina Farhat
Djaber Younes
Djadi Hiba
Duaa Abd elall
Emadaldin Khaki
Fadi Bunduk
Fahimeh Shaziei
Farshid Khodarahmi
Fazlollahi Ateleh
Ghalamreza Azmoon
Gholamreza Azmoon
Gulnar Mousa
Hadeed Mohammad
Hadil Elhashani
Hadil Tahir
Hanadi Sleiman
Hanna Mardini
Hany Adrian Dragan
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Haseeb Rana
Hou Wi Min
Huikun Zhang
Iman Sharifi
Jasim Dandashi
Jianbih Yu
Jihad Hanna
Jihan Esheh
Juliana Naddaf
Kamel Mohmoud
Kamnuenqsuk Yuphana
Ladan Hadian
Laetita Mushimiyimana
Lamia Ismail
Lei Wang
Leila Mohaghegh
Lily Song
Linda Quevedo
Liu Xuhony
Mahdavi Mehrdad
Majid Aghbozorgi
Majid Zakevi Pour
Maren Mentzel
Maria Ciubaciuc
Maria José Rosero
Marwa Ismail
Marwa Naji
Marziyeh Ghayadi
Moghimzadeh Ali
Mohammad Arzhangmofrad
Mojgan Mortaji
Mona Hemmeti
Najran Dilmohamad
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Nazila Khorshidi
Olga Tofee
Ophélia Ricia
Parisa Karimian
Patricia Acevedo
Qianyin Luo
Rania Bachour
Ree Djrady
Reza Panahi
Rosa Fernández
Rowan Nasser
Ruiz Cardina
Saeedeh Mahmoudi
Saman Azami
Sanchang Hang
Sara Amri
Shaheen Sarwar
Shiva Adl
Shiva Haghighi
Soheil Ahmadi
Soyedeh Hakimeh Mausavi
Spideh Delaramjou
Su Wenbo
Tatiana Jiménez
Wei min Hou
Yanelia Naddaf
Yang Cai
Yasaman Baghi
Yessica Nunez
Yonghui Liang
Yonz he Sang
Zahra Ghasemi
Zang Wang
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Welcoming

Information Kiosk

One of the strategies that distinguishes Bienvenue à Notre-Dame-de-Grâce is its capacity of breaking the isolation of
newcomers by going out of the office and contacting residents directly in the community. This strategy allows members
of the staff team to remain connected with the reality of the immigration changes in the neighborhood. Sponsored by
the Ta le o ertatio jeu esse NDG a d i part ership ith NDG’s CSDM s hools, our tea orga ized a d held 23
information kiosks and made 835 contacts approximately in 2016-2017, answering questions from residents in a friendly
and open environment.

Date

Place

Description

Participants

1

10 April

NDG Sports center

Volunteers recruitment

40

2

14 April

Centre Pauline-Julien

Info-Resources / Volunteers recruitment

70

3

1 June

Gilbert Layton Park

Responsables de service de garde

100

4

10 June

École Marc Favreau

Welcome to kindergarten

40

5

10 June

École NDG

School Festival

30

6

27 July

Food Depot

Picnic

30

7

8 Sept.

École Cinq-Continents

Back to school day

10

8

8 Sept.

École Judith-Jasmin

Welcome to kindergarten

30

9

8 Sept.

École NDG

Back to school day

30

10

13 Sept.

École Marc - Favreau

Back to school day

60

11

15 Sept.

École De la Mosaïque

Back to school day

10

12

15 Sept.

École Judith-Jasmin

Back to school day

60

13

15 Sep.

École Sainte-Catherine-de-Sienne

Back to school day

20

14

11 Oct.

École secondaire St- Luc

Open house

70

15

17 Nov.

École Marc - Favreau

Report card distribution

20

16

17 Nov.

École secondaire St- Luc

Report card distribution

20

17

17 Nov.

Annexe St-Luc secondaire

Report card distribution

40

18

17 Nov.

École Judith-Jasmin

Report card distribution

40

19

17 Nov.

École De la Mosaïque

Report card distribution

20

20

24 Nov.

École NDG

Report card distribution

10

21

24 Nov.

École Sainte-Catherine-de-Sienne

Report card distribution

30

22

19 Nov.

Dépôt Alimentaire

Community dinner

30

23

17 March

Provigo

Promote community services

25

Total

835
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Integration

Individual meeting

Supported by the Ministry of Integration, Diversity and
Inclusion we continue to help families wanting to settle
in Quebec and in need of orientation and support. This
year we created individualized action plans for 696 new
participants, which represents an increase of 14%
compared to last year (from 611). Furthermore, the
team continued the process of integration with more
than 3700 follow ups with
new and former
participants.
The Iranian community continues to represent more
than half of the participants assisted during the year. At
the same time, we have seen important increases in the
participation of newcomers coming from Colombia from 75 participants in 2015-2016 to 108 participants in
2016-2017; and also participants coming from China from 45 in 2015-2016 to 69 in 2016-2017. The support
provided to newcomers arriving from Arabic and Russian
speaking countries has also increased substantially,
reaching 5% and 4% respectively of the total participants
of Bienvenue à NDG. From this group, we would like to
make special note of the participation of Syrian families
in our programs, who require a deeper level of support
and intervention, in addition to the support we have
provided to refugee sponsor groups in NDG.
I the ategory of others
e are also seei g a
increase. Our participants in 2015-2016 came from 27
different countries; this year we have participants
coming from 39 countries, due in part to the
establishment of our French language program but also
as a result of our outreach activities. Word-of-mouth is
still the strongest method of establishing contact with
potential participants, not only from the same cultural
community, but also from immigrant families sharing
similar status (asylum seekers, students,etc.) or concerns
(parenting, job seekers, etc.).
More than 60% of our clients stated that they have
better knowledge of English than French, at the time of
the first meeting with our community workers. Thus,
learning French has been established as a priority for the
majority of families supported by our organization.
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French language program

French Class

«I o e f o I dia. I ha e ee i Ca ada fo 5 yea s. I sta ted to study F e h i
. It’s i po ta t to lea
F e h i o de to su essfully i teg ate i to Que e so iety. Also, it’s a e y eautiful la guage. It’s e tai ly
possi le to lea F e h, e e if it’s diffi ult at the egi i g. E e yo e eeds to lea F e h – you just need to get
started! » Mr. Ilayaraj Durairaj, 40 years old, French student at Bienvenue à NDG
« My country of origin is Japan. I a e to Ca ada i
. It’s i e to speak F e h i Ca ada so that e
understand the people. My advice for people who want to learn French: Try to listen to the radio in French, watch
TV in French, ask questions in French in stores, at the hospital, at the library etc. I started to keep my diary in
F e h : Essaye d’ oute la adio e f a çais, ega de la t l e f a çais, pose des uestio s e f a çais da s les
agasi s, à l’hôpital, à la i lioth ue, et . J’ai o
e
à te i
o jou al e f a çais. Good lu k! » Mrs.
Kodama Mieko, 67 years old, French student at Bienvenue à NDG
« I came to Canada from Trinidad. I started to learn French with Bie e ue à NDG i Septe e
5. It’s i po ta t
to speak F e h to fi d e ploy e t a d to o
u i ate ith people. Yes, it’s possi le fo a fo eig e to lea a
new language. I am a really good example, I started to speak French. My suggestion: you must always think in
French! Mr. Wyke Colin, 62 years old, French student at Bienvenue à NDG

The NDG community continues to identify the need to have French courses available locally and delivered with a holistic
vision (i.e. a vision that includes family and work balance). Since our incorporation in 2012, Bienvenue à NDG has made
many attempts to respond to this need identified by the community. In the fall of 2015 we received the mandate from the
Ministry to deliver French classes in NDG. Since the start of the mandate, more than 400 immigrant people have registered
to learn French with Bienvenue à NDG.
For this year’s sessio s, 68 stude ts registered ith us to lear Fre h. A o g the i
igra t people ho ha e
successfully taken courses at Bienvenue à NDG, 17% of them have lived in Canada for more than 5 years and 26% of the
students are more than 41 years old. In total, the participants came from 37 different countries, of which the Chinese
community and the Iranian community represented 32% of the participants.

Session

Groups

Students

Spring 2016

3 (Beginner 1; Beginner 2 – 2 gr.)

45

Summer 2016

3 (Beginner 1; Beginner 2 ; Beginner 3)

63

Fall 2016

3 (Beginner 2 ; Beginner 3; Intermediate 1)

49

Winter 2017

3 Beginner 1 ; Intermediate 1; Intermediate 2)

59

Spring 2017

3 (Beginner 1 ; Intermediate 2; Intermediate 3)

52

TOTAL

268
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Integration Activities
NDG Intercultural Festival 2016

This year we organised a large number of workshops and
social activities in order to create more places and
opportunities that facilitate the integration of new families
in the neighborhood. When members of a cultural
community present a part of their traditions and folklore to
other neighbors, we are are creating shared experiences,
common understanding and helping to develop a sense of
belonging to our local community.
The 3 social activities organized this year - the Ramadan
Evening, the Intercultural Festival and the Norouz
Celebration - represent a tremendous success not only in the
number of participants, but also in the number of
volunteers engaged. For example, our NDG Intercultural
festival 2016 brought together more than 70 volunteers
coming from 10 different countries, working together to
Date

Place

improve their communication skills in French and increase
their sense of empowerment, both of which are key skill
areas for job searching.
We we would like to highlight this year the creation of the
Breakfast Club for job seekers, presented in partnership with
the Carrefour Jeunesse-emploi NDG—CJE NDG. The
objective of this series of workshops is to reinforce the
professional network of the participants. We invited
recruiters and representatives from private and public
organizations to make a short presentation during a
simulated work breakfast. The five Breakfast Club workshops
allowed us to assist 115 immigrant job seekers to better
understand the key elements of the recruitment process and
to increase their job search contacts.

Activity

Subjet

Participants

1

1 April

NDGCC

Workshop

DIY taxes preparation

16

2

19 June

Food Dépôt

Social activity

Ramadan night

150

3

18 Aug.

Caisse Desjardins

Workshop

Que e ’s professio al syste

4

28 Aug.

NDG Sports center

Social activity

NDG Intercultural festival 2016

600

5

30 Sept.

CJE - NDG

Workshop

Breakfast club with TéléRessources

28

6

7 Oct.

Family NET

Workshop

BàNDG presentation

15

7

14 Oct.

Centre Westhaven

Workshop

Tenants rights with project Genesis

10

8

28 Oct.

CJE - NDG

Workshop

Breakfast club with MAYA

24

9

10 Nov.

NDGCC

Workshop

Recognition of competencies with RAC

17

10

2 Dec.

CJE - NDG

Workshop

Breakfast club with Swissport Canada

12

11

19 Dec.

NDGCC

Workshop

Coaching for your career

12

12

19 Jan.

NDGCC

Workshop

Social welfare with ODAS

19

13

27 Jan.

CJE - NDG

Workshop

Breakfast club with SunLife financing

10

14

2 Feb.

NDGCC

Workshop

Que e ’s professio al syste

15

15

Feb.

NDGCC

Workshop

Newcomers and taxes with Revenue

23

16

19 March

Les-enfants-du- Monde

Social activity

Norouz festival

230

17

31 March

CJE - NDG

Workshop

Breakfast club with Ville de Montréal

41

Total

ith UdeM

ith UdeM

32

1254
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Strategic Planning
The mission of Bienvenue à Notre-Dame-de-Grâce does not
limit itself to the integration of immigrants to the host society,
Québec In particular. It reflects harmonious integration and
promotes the contribution of immigrants to the development
of our community.
Bienvenue à NDG has distinguished itself with a unique threepronged approach:
1. A holistic approach
 A comprehensive vision of needs in order to better
support immigrant people
 Community support and cooperation
 Partnerships with local organizations and institutions
2. A dynamic intercultural exchange

The board of directors and the team in the strategic planning

I order to i ple e t these three aspe ts of the orga izatio ’s
mission, Bienvenue à NDG has developed a strategic plan that
addresses four main challenges:
1. The unstable funding of the organization
2. The lack of visibility of the organization
3. Working conditions that limit the organization's service offer
4. A limited service offer in relation to the needs of the
community
As part of this strategic reflection, the staff and the Board of
Directors have drafted a vision of the organization that
supports the mission and will feed into the strategic directions
for the next three years.
In line with these strategic directions, the 2017-2020 action
plan has three objectives:



A warm welcome



An appreciation of the expression of cultural identities



 Ensure recurring funding for the organization

Cultural sharing

 Improve working conditions for staff

3. A spirit of community consultation

 Respond adequately to the needs of the community

 Active community work

The following is a brief overview of the strategic plan:

 Involvement in Community Tables
 Membership of local organizations on our Board of
Directors
Bienvenue à Notre-Dame-de-Grâce - Mission
Bienvenue à Notre-Dame-de-Grâce is a non-profit organization dedicated to facilitating the integration of immigrants (newly arrived or other) in the community of
Notre-Dame-De-Grâce and the host society as well as promoting intercultural relations.
Bienvenue à Notre-Dame-de-Grâce - Vision
To be the leading organization in Notre-Dame-de-Grâce for the integration of immigrant people to the host society.
Strategic Orientation
1. Ensure recurring funding that will allow the
organization to realize its mission.

2. Increase the visibility of the organization

3. Improve working conditions for staff and support staff
to develop their full potential

4. Improve the organization's service offer according to
the needs of the community

Strategies :
1. Secure mission funding for the organization
2. Diversify funding sources
3. Develop and launch a fundraising campaign
1. Establish new contacts with immigrants who do not yet benefit from the services of the organization
2. Leverage the networks of new arrivals
1. Develop a Human Resources plan
2. Develop a professional development plan
3. Develop a compensation plan for staff
1. Evaluate the current services of the organization
2. Evaluate the needs of the community
3. Create a pre-employment program
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Community-School Liaison Program

For the fourth consecutive year, Bienvenue
à NDG, in partnership with the Table
Jeunesse NDG, continued to support the ICS
(Intervenant Communautaire Scolaire)
project based at a local primary school, Les
Enfants-du-Mo de. The s hool’s fa ilies
represent the diverse newcomer and
immigrant population of the local
neighbourhood
(the
Fielding-Walkley
neighbourhood of NDG). The long term
objective of the project is work with parents
in securing the educational success of their
children. Throughout the school year, the
ICS worker provides workshops, activities
and one-on-o e assista e to the s hool’s
families.
This year, over 1100 contacts with parents
were made through information booths
and participation in school activities, such
as Open Houses, school registration days
and Report Card distribution evenings.
Special activities were also organized by the
ICS worker. Two highlights this year
included: Les Ateliers Boîte à Lunch - a NDG
Food Depot program focussed on education
about nutrition and healthy eating; and a
very well attended family outing to the
Botanical Gardens during the December
school holiday period.

*Role
Org.: Organization
Mob.: Mobilization

Date

Activité

April 6

Workshop

May 12

Sujet

Role*

Participants

Routine, rules and discipline

Org.

4

Kiosk

Welcome to kindergarten

Org.

50

May 17

Workshop

Breakfast with parents

Org.

15

May 18

Workshop

School show

Mob.

15

May 25

Workshop

Let's Talk future

Org.

12

May 1

Workshop

Let's Talk future

Org.

4

May 4

Kiosk

Neighborhood cleanup
Walkley / Fielding

Mob.

5

Aug.29

Kiosk

Back to school day

Org.

30

Sept. 7

Kiosk

General Assembly of the Child Care
Service

Mob.

30

Sept. 9

Kiosk

Neighborhood Party
Walkley /Fielding

Mob.

10

Sept. 14

Kiosk

School General Assembly

Mob.

100

Oct. 21.

Social
activity

Movie nigth from OPP

Mob.

10

Nov. 17

Kiosk

Report card distribution

Mob.

25

Nov. 24

Kiosk

School open house

Mob.

13

Dec. 7

Workshop

The safety and bullying
with Prevention CDN-NDG

Org.

1

Dec. 28

Social
activity

Botanical garden visit

Org.

70

Jan. 17

Kiosk

Registrations night

Mob.

20

Jan. 30

Workshop

Lunchbox workshops

Mob.

12

Feb. 6

Workshop

Lunchbox workshops

Mob.

12

Feb. 13

Workshop

Lunchbox workshops

Mob.

12

March 2

Kiosk

Report card distribution

Mob.

20

Marc. 19

Social
activity

Nourouz Festival

Mob.

10

Total

480
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Partnership and
Collaboration

Breakfast club wiht CJE—NDG

NDG Intercultural Table

Funding partners

The mandate of this Table is to support the
integration of diverse cultural and linguistic groups of
NDG while also supporting their full participation in
Quebec society. As a co-coordinator and active
member of the Table, our organization worked with
the members to develop and promote community
activities such as: Intercultural Festival and the Lunar
New Year Celebration. Also this year, the Table
emphasized the importance of expanding the
membership to include a more diverse representation
of the community. Finally, the Table discussed the
importance of implementing an Intercultural exchange
and dialogue component at community events.

Ministry of Immigration, Diversity and Inclusion:

 Ville de Montreal - PMI: $3,233.

Table de concertation jeunesse NDG

 Discretionary funds, various Ministries: $1,750.

Together with this Table, Bienvenue a NDG managed
and coordinated the Community-School Liaison project
at Ecole Enfants-du-Monde. In addition, on behalf of
the Ta le’s orga izatio
e ers a d ith fu di g
received from the Table, we were able to provide
information booths for NDG families. These booths
provided both written information regarding local
child and youth activities and made available
community workers able to respond to questions in a
variety of languages in addition to French and English.

Bienvenue staff also participated in the following
partnerships and community roundtables:


La Table de concertation des organismes au service
des personnes réfugiées et immigrantes - TCRI -



Table 0-5



NDG Local Economic Coalition



Strategic Planning Coordinating Committee

 Progra
e
Réussir
l’i tégratio :
$95,391.
Supporting the settlement and integration of new
arrived individuals. Individual orientation meetings to
establish an integration plan of action and follow-up.
 French language classes
immigrant adults: $24,394

for

non-francophone

Community-School Liaison - ICS project: Develop links
and relationships with parents of the school in order to
support the longer term educational outcomes of their
children.

 École Les-Enfants-du-Monde: $800.
 Divers: $5000.
L’Arro disse e t Côte-des-Neiges Notre-Dame-deGrâce
 Entente Ville-MIDI: 18 000$: Mobilization and
consultation with other community actors working
with immigrant families, in order to better meet their
needs.
 Entente Ville-MTESS: 10 000$:
Increase the
capacities of isolated and vulnerable individuals and
assist them to develop new skills and knowledge which
will enable their participation in community life.
Ville de Montréal - PSDECFE: 1000$. Organizing the
NDG Intercultural Festival 2016.
Table de concertation jeunesse NDG (DSP): $7,000.
Delivery of first-contact activities such as information
booths, social integration activities, referral and
interpretation services.
Service Canada - Canada Summer Jobs: $3,029.
Organizing the NDG Intercultural Festival 2016.
Caisse Desjardins de Notre-Dame-de-Grâce: 2000$.
Soutie à l’a tio

é évole: $1500.
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List of Acronyms


CJE-NDG: Carrefour jeunesse-emploi de Notre-Dame-de-Grâce



CSDM: Commission scolaire de Montréal



DSP: Direction de la Santé Publique



ICS: Intervenant communautaires scolaires



MTESS: Le Mi ist re du tra ail, de l’E ploi et de la Solidarit so iale



MIDI : Le Ministère de l'Immigration, de la Diversité et de l'Inclusion



SAB: Progra



TINDG: Table interculturelle NDG

e de soutie à l’a tio

ole

5964, Ave. Notre-Dame-de-Grâce #208 , Montréal, Québec, H4A 1N1
Tel.: 514 - 561 5850 | Fax: 514 - 484 1687 | bienvenuendg@ndg.ca
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